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THE LOCAL CHURCH? WHO NEEDS IT?! 

Is it Optional or Essential To Being A Christian? 

Reed DePace, Pastor 1/13/11 
First Church, Montgomery, AL reed.1pm@gmail.com 

It is common for folks here in our region of the country to think of 
themselves as Christians, as people who believe in Jesus and His 
teachings. It is also increasingly common for such folk to have little 
or nothing to do with a local church. Is this a problem, or merely just 
something pastors worrying about job security bring up? Is the local 
church nothing more than a social club in which a Christian is free to 
decide for themselves their involvement? 

Let me phrase the question this way: is the local church optional or 
essential to being a Christian?  

Even phrased this way, the question needs some qualifying. First, by 
the word essential, I am asking this: can a person truly be saved 
without an ongoing relationship with a local church? In this article 
my aim is to demonstrate that the Bible does teach that, after a 
person is saved by Christ, an ongoing relationship with a local church 
is essential to their relationship with God. Indeed, I hope to show 
that the Bible teaches that if one rejects an ongoing relationship with 
a local church, he or she is necessarily rejecting a saving relationship 
with God. 

Second, it is important to acknowledge that this requirement for an 
ongoing relationship with a local church does not mean any local 
church. It is true that there are many organizations out there which 
are wrongly called (Christian) churches. Often this is because they do 
not demonstrate the biblical characteristics that are essential marks 
of a true church. As well, sometimes a church that formally  
demonstrates the essential marks of a true church *may nevertheless 

                                                           
* For more on the marks of a true church, consider The Belgic Confession of Faith, Chapter 29, 
The Marks of the True Church (http://www.reformed.org/documents/BelgicConfession.html), 
which notes three essential characteristics for a true church: 1) preaching the pure doctrine of 
the gospel, 2) pure administration of the sacraments as instituted by Christ, and 3) the right 
administration of church discipline. Also, for a broader explanation, looking at not merely 
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be spiritually weak or sick, or even professing the truth while 
behaving in a manner that demonstrates nothing more than 
hypocrisy.  

Please do not think I will be making an argument that a believer 
must be in an ongoing relationship with such a local church (either a 
false ones or even a weak/sick one). This is an important caution, 
especially in an era when so many believers have been hurt or 
abused by false or weak churches. 

Third, let me qualify what I mean by an ongoing relationship with a 
local church. I intend to demonstrate that such a relationship 
involves two key and necessary components: membership and 
regular involvement in a local church. This may sound like an odd 
distinction, so let me offer a few words to explain its relevance. 

Some who profess Christ as Savior say that neither membership nor 
regular involvement in a local church is necessary to being a 
Christian. These folks understand their profession of faith to be 
purely a matter between them and God. Other than general ethical 
implications (i.e., trying to keep some of the 10 Commandments in a 
general manner), their profession of faith does not obligate them to 
be a member of a local church. Any involvement they have with a 
local church is purely their decision, and their lack of involvement 
has no bearing on their salvation or their relationship with God. At 
least, this is how this opinion plays out. 

Other folks who consider themselves Christians will split this 
distinction. They affirm that membership, the formal 
acknowledgement of some relationship with a local church, is 
essential. They wouldn’t dream of not being a “signed on the dotted 
line” member. Yet they deny that regular involvement with a local 
church is essential. In other words, their membership in a local 
church is akin to membership in any other social organization in their 
community (e.g., a country club, political interest group, service 
organizations, etc.). Such membership affords them certain rights 
and privileges, but it carries no necessary obligations on their part.  

                                                                                                                            
minimal characteristics, but characteristics of a spiritually healthy church, consider Mark 
Dever, 9 Marks of a Healthy Church and Harry Reeder, Embers to a Flame. 
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Often folks with this latter conviction do not actually state this 
distinction. Yet their regular weekly activities prove that this is their 
conviction nevertheless. In particular their choice of activities on the 
Lord’s Day, Sunday, demonstrate that while they may affirm the 
necessity of (formal) membership in a local church, they believe that 
regular involvement in the life of that local church is optional. 

So, are such folks correct? Is being a Christian nothing more than a 
personal matter between the individual and God (the first 
conviction)? Or is membership in a local church necessary, but not 
regular involvement, to being a Christian (the second conviction)? As 
I hope you will agree from what you read below, God in the Bible 
affirms a third conviction: that both membership and regular 
involvement are essential to being a Christian.  

I want to present the argument here in five parts:  

1) My motivation for speaking on the subject,  
2) The Bible’s explanation for what it means for something to be 

essential to being a Christian, 
3) The Bible’s case that membership in a local church is essential to 

being a Christian,  
4) The Bible’s case that regular involvement in a local church is 

essential to being a Christian, and 
5) Some observations about the significance of this subject for a 

Christian’s relationship with Christ. 

MOTIVATION – WHY SPEND THE TIME WORRYING ABOUT THIS? 

With such topics as this, it is understandable for a reader to hold me 
at arm’s length. I can appreciate that one might not be sure of my 
motives, and so be tempted to not listen carefully enough to 
determine whether or not my argument here is actually what God 
says in His word. To make such an error would reward Satan. Instead 
of that, let me explain my motives for writing this article and give 
you some confidence to at least consider what I’m saying. My prayer 
is that this explanation will encourage you to read the rest of what I 
say with a Berean attitude (Acts 17:10-12), checking with God in His 
word whether or not my argument is actually His position. 
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So what is my motivation? Well, I’m not a busy-body. I’m too busy 
shepherding the folks who want to be members and regularly 
involved in our church to have any time for such a worthless hobby 
as sticking my nose in where it is not welcome. Neither am I 
concerned for job security. I am not the first to observe that the 
pastorate, if pursued with some consistency to the biblical 
standards, is both one of the hardest and thankless jobs (humanly 
speaking) on the face of the earth. My personal history is one of 
giving up secular jobs with much greater security (in all measures) in 
order to be a pastor of a local church. Nor do I write because I think I 
have a lot to offer (I’m rather average, even as a pastor) or am very 
godly (again, very average – if it weren’t for Christ I’d be in serious 
trouble). No, I am writing this because God’s love compels me to 
write this article.  

In particular, as I consider the need here, there are two growing 
trends amongst those who profess Christ as Lord and Savior that give 
me pain and sadness. The first is a trend toward folks becoming 
disenchanted with the local church. I am persuaded that the 
understanding of the gospel is slipping more and more in our 
churches. Oh, I’m not referring to the basic idea of sin, Savior and 
saying the sinner’s prayer to “get saved.” The way into God’s family 
is still relatively well known (although even this is slipping).  

No, I’m more speaking about the gospel explains how we live, indeed 
thrive in the Christian life. More and more folks are not learning how 
God uses gospel to yield fruitfulness in their lives (Colossians 1:6). 
Such folks become discouraged, their joy in Christ is much less than 
full (John 15:11). Sensing something is wrong such folks often 
become church hoppers, or even more dangerous, church 
experimenters. They spend years (decades) looking for the place 
where the Spirit really is present and active. After years of such 
fruitless searching, such folks can slip into a state of disenchantment. 
Their bodies may be in the pew (less and less) on Sunday, but their 
hearts are far away.  

The second saddening trend I see among those who profess Christ is 
a trend to becoming disconnected from the local church. These are 
folks who still think of themselves as Christians (and indeed, may 
very well be). Yet their experience of local church 
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membership/involvement has been so bad that they’ve given up any 
pretense of being a part of a local church. They just don’t go to 
church anymore. 

These folks are often ones who have been hurt deeply, either by very 
poor (absent) biblical teaching and/or abusive relationships with 
leaders in a local church. Having experienced such abuse in my 
family’s participation in local churches, my heart truly goes out to 
such folks. More than simply being angry, such folks can experience 
socially and spiritually debilitating consequences from abuse 
received in a local church. 

Both trends are a great, great tragedy if the Bible teaches that an 
ongoing relationship with a local church is essential for a believer’s 
life. Frankly, even if this is true (I believe it is), such wounded 
brothers and sisters do not have the spiritual strength necessary to 
trust God and submit to His reasons for wanting them to be united 
to a local church. 

This impact is not merely a matter of blessings here and now on this 
side of eternity, but even more importantly this subject has a 
devastating impact on a person’s experience of eternity. I do believe 
the Bible teaches that membership/regular involvement in a local 
church is essential to being a Christian. 

If you do not agree, let me be blunt, my prayer is that God will 
persuade you that this is not good. It is not to declare you are not a 
Christian. It is to present to you God’s commands and promises, with 
the hopes that the Spirit of Christ will both convict and enable you to 
express your repentance and faith, and experience in your life the 
blessings of both membership and regular involvement in a local 
church.  

I don’t expect that I can persuade you otherwise. I write in faith, 
trusting God who changes hearts and minds. May I ask you, if you 
are not already doing so, will you read in faith, trusting to lead you to 
His good and perfect with for you? (Romans 12:1-2.) 
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ESSENTIAL? – WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? 

As I begin this section, let me note that the Bible warns extensively 
that mere profession of belief in Christ is insufficient (Matthew 7:16-
23; Luke 6:43-46). It is possible for someone to say they believe in 
Christ, and really think they in fact do, and yet be offering a 
profession of faith that Jesus Himself considers meaningless (John 
2:23-25). In principle then, the Bible teaches that more than the 
words the “I’ve accepted Jesus as my Savior,” are essential for 
salvation. 

But wait! Lest we misunderstand the Bible here, it is necessary to 
distinguish between two different ways in which the Bible teaches 
that certain things are essential for Christians. The Bible teaches that 
there are some things essential prior to being saved (we can call 
these antecedent or before-the-fact necessities). These are things 
that must be present in order to be saved in the first place. These 
include: the Spirit’s giving new birth; John 3:8, and giving the graces 
of faith and repentance; Ephesians 2:8-9; Acts 11:18, etc.. These 
things are essential because without them before the fact, salvation 
will not occur. Note, the things essential for salvation before the fact 
God Himself supplies for His children. 

The Bible also teaches that there are some things essential after 
being saved (we can call these consequent or after-the-fact 
necessities). These are things that must be present because one has 
been saved. These are the changes that necessarily occur in a 
Christian’s life following God’s saving him or her. 

These things that are essential after the fact are best summed up in 
the Bible’s teaching on spiritual fruits (Matthew 3:8-10; 7:16-23; Acts 
26:20; 2 Corinthians 7:10-11; Galatians 5:22-23; Philippians 1:11). 
These are called spiritual fruits because they come into existence 
and grow because of the Holy Spirit’s presence in a believer’s life. 

Consider some earthly analogies. An apple proves that the tree it fell 
from is an apple tree. An orange gives evidence that the tree it was 
picked from is an orange tree. Similarly spiritual fruit proves that the 
Spirit is the source of the fruit. Spiritual fruits give evidence that the 
person in whom these are seen is someone in whom the Spirit has 
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taken their dead-in-sin heart (Ephesians 2:1), given them a new heart 
alive in Jesus (Ezekiel 36:26-27), and is at work in them to produce 
these fruits (1 Peter 1:3; Philippians 2:13; Ephesians 2:10).  

Note that the absence of such fruits is reason to question whether or 
not one is really and truly saved; Matthew 7:16: 

You will recognize them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered 
from thorn bushes, or figs from thistles? 

And James 3:12-15: 

Can a fig tree, my brothers, bear olives, or a grapevine produce 
figs? Neither can a salt pond yield fresh water. Who is wise and 
understanding among you? By his good conduct let him show 
his works in the meekness of wisdom. But if you have bitter 
jealousy and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not boast and 
be false to the truth. This is not the wisdom that comes down 
from above, but is earthly, unspiritual, demonic. 

The apparent lack of such spiritual fruit is not conclusive proof of a 
lack of real salvation. Instead, it serves as a warning of the sternest 
degree. What one does in response to the warning determines 
whether or not one actually is indeed saved. 

With this biblical principle in mind, the question we are examining 
here is whether or not membership/regular involvement in a local 
church is an essential after the fact result of being saved. In other 
words, is membership/regular involvement in a local church a fruit 
that the Spirit necessarily produces in a Christian? To answer this 
question we next turn to the topic of membership. 

LOCAL CHURCH MEMBERSHIP – IS IT ESSENTIAL AFTER THE FACT? 

We begin with the issue of membership because if this is not taught 
in Scripture, then regular involvement is somewhat pointless. A case 
might be made for regular involvement without membership, but it 
would not carry the degree of essentiality we’ve observed in the 
previous section’s examination of after the fact necessity. If 
membership is taught by the Bible then it logically follows to answer 
the secondary question: how is such membership to be expressed 
(i.e., in regular involvement or otherwise)? 
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In beginning our examination of this topic, it is helpful to distinguish 
between the principle and practice of membership. By principle we 
are referring to the idea that an individual has a identifiable 
relationship with a local church. By practice we are referring to the 
way in which such a identifiable relationship is acknowledged and/or 
recognized. 

Beginning with the latter, let me state that we are not concerned so 
much with the various membership practices used by different local 
churches to recognize and acknowledge membership. If the Bible 
does indeed teach a principle of membership, then all that matters 
in regard to practices is that these conform to the Bible’s principle 
instructions on membership. 

The critical issue then is this: does the Bible teach a principle of 
membership? We will need to examine this on two different levels: 
membership in the Universal Church, and membership in a local 
church. 

The Universal Church refers to all Christians who are truly saved, 
regardless of what local church they may be a part of. The idea of 
membership at this level is at least seen in the analogy made to the 
human body. This analogy is used in 1 Corinthians 12 with reference 
to Christians. This chapter notes that in the same way individual 
body parts are members of the whole body, so too individual 
Christians are members of the Church.  

This is an important analogy in that it recognizes that this 
“membership” has an spiritually organic quality to it. That is, the 
membership is not merely a social practice. Christians are livingly 
connected to one another. When one part of our physical body 
suffers pain, the rest of our body participates in that suffering 
because all parts are physically-organically connected to one 
another. Likewise in the Church; when one Christian suffers, all other 
Christians necessarily participate in that suffering because they are 
spiritually-organically connected (Romans 12:5; Ephesians 4:3-4; 
Colossians 2:19).  

At the very least, we can conclude that the Bible does indeed teach a 
principle of membership. We must observe that this membership is 
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essential to being a Christian, a necessary after the fact result of 
salvation. When the Spirit saves someone, He spiritually unites them 
to Christ (Romans 8:9-11), and to all other Christians (Romans 12:5; 
Ephesians 5:29-30).  

But … is this merely membership in the Universal Church? Is the 
person who claims that their relationship with Christ is merely a 
personal matter between them and God, in the end, right? Is 
membership as it is normally expressed in the Church, membership 
in the local church, merely optional and not essential? 

The answer to this question is seen in observing how this “universal” 
membership is expressed in the Bible. Now, to be sure, there is not a 
passage in the Bible that says something along the lines, 
“membership in the Universal Church must be demonstrated by 
membership in a local church.” Such an absence, however, is not a 
fatal blow to the argument here. Rather, it may be that while the 
Bible does not spell out local membership with particular words, it 
does present it as a necessary application of what is means to be a 
member of the Universal Church. (Christians are familiar with this 
method of the Bible’s teaching with reference to the Trinity: the 
actual word trinity is never used, yet the principle is necessarily 
taught by the Bible.) 

So how does the Bible apply the principle of universal Church 
membership? Quite simply, it presents it as expressly being 
demonstrated in identifiable local church membership. In fact, it is 
fair to say that the Bible assumes that there is not membership in 
the Universal Church if there is no identifiable membership in a local 
church. 

This can be seen throughout the Bible: 

 The word “church” (assembly) assumes a particular visibly 
gathered body of people (1 Corinthians 16:1), not merely a 
metaphorical reference. That is, the actual “church” can be 
identified by actual people who are recognized as members of it. 

 Wherever the gospel was taken it resulted in such identifiable 
local churches being established (Acts 5:11; 8:1,3; 9:31; 11:22,26; 
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12:1,5; 13:1; 14:23,27; 15:3,4,22; 18:22; 20:17,28; Romans 
16:1,5, 23; 1 Corinthians 1:2, etc). 

 This identifiable membership was seen even in the very first local 
Christian in Jerusalem (Acts 2:42). The “devotion” the early 
Christians showed to the apostles was demonstrated in their 
joining together in an identifiable gathering of believers. 

 This membership was so identifiable that it was sued to 
determine who received material support from this local church 
in the ministry of the first deacons (Acts 6:1-7). 

 The letters of Paul were all written to identifiable gatherings of 
Christians called churches (1 Corinthians 1:2; Galatians 1:2, etc). 

 The Lord’s Supper can only be rightly administered in a setting in 
which identifiable members of a local church are gathered (Luke 
22:17; 1 Corinthians 11:23-31). 

 The “one another” passages require identifiable membership in 
a local church in order to be carried out (Romans 12:10; 13:8; 1 
John 3:11, 23.; et.al). 

 God places elders and deacons in local churches with identifiable 
membership (Acts 20:28; 1 Timothy 5:17). 

 God gives spiritual gifts to his people to be exercised in local 
churches in which they are recognized as members (1 
Corinthians 14:5, ff). 

 God’s command concerning church discipline can only be 
exercised in the context of local church with identifiable 
membership (Mt 18:15, ff). 

The point of all this is to simply observe that membership in the 
Universal Church is meaningless unless it is expressed through 
identifiable membership in a local church.  

Now, we do need to note this is the ordinary application of things. 
This is not to say God cannot work outside the way He ordinarily 
works. I.e., there might be extraordinary circumstances where 
someone comes to trust in Christ in the middle of a completely 
deserted area (no other people living) or where no one else is saved. 
Yet even such circumstances are extraordinary, they are hypothetical 
exceptions to the rule. In this sense, they validate that God 
overwhelmingly (always as far as we can see) works in the ordinary 
manner. 
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Even in a more realistic hypothetical situation (sole believer in a 
community), this is a temporary circumstance. As that Christian 
expresses his faith (another after the fact necessary spiritual fruit) in 
witnessing to his neighbors, God will use that to bring others to faith 
in Christ. The minute there are two such real believers, they 
constitute, a local church (Matthew 18:20). Such an example is 
admittedly an incomplete, proto- or embryonic local church. 
Nevertheless, through the ordinary course of ordinary means, the 
Spirit will supernaturally superintend to establish a complete a local 
church with identifiable membership. 

Thus we must conclude that the Bible teaches the following: 

 God established membership in the Universal Church,  

 This membership is necessarily expressed via identifiable 
membership in a local church, and 

 Therefore such membership is essential to being a Christian. 

With this in view, let us turn to the next question: is regular 
involvement in a local church likewise essential to being a Christian? 

REGULAR INVOLVEMENT IN A LOCAL CHURCH – IS IT ESSENTIAL AFTER THE 

FACT? 

I begin by asking you to consider the adjective I’ve used to modify 
what is meant by involvement. The adjective regular is used to note 
a particularly important biblical qualification as to what involvement 
may be in view in membership in a local church.   

Regular is used to highlight two necessary qualities. First, 
involvement in a local church needs to be defined according to the 
Bible’s own standards.  A local church may have many activities for a 
Christian’s involvement. Yet only those activities that the Bible 
commands can be said to be necessary for a Christian. Any other 
involvement may be good, but it is optional for the Christian, that is, 
not essential to their membership. 

In this regard, we need to note that the Bible only commands one 
activity, that of worship on the Lord’s Day. This follows preeminently 
from the 4th Commandment, whose moral application still applies 
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(i.e., we are no longer called to worship the way Old Testament 
saints did, but we are still called to worship the same God they did). 

The adjective regular is also used to denote that the Bible teaches 
that worship is to be a regular part of a Christian’s life. Unless 
hindered by extraordinary circumstances (e.g., Revelation 1:10), God 
expects Christians to gather in their local churches on each and every 
Sunday for worship of the Triune God. 

Beyond just the 4th Commandment, this principle is assumed in the 
New Testament. Consider such passages as 1 Corinthians 16:1-2, 
where Paul gives instructions on how to take up an offering during 
worship. Note that he says, “on the first day of the week.” I.e., this 
was the expected normal practice, that Christians would gather for 
worship on Sunday. Other passages demonstrate this same 
assumption (Acts 4:31; 14:27; 15:30; 20:7). 

Even more, the book of Hebrews presents a compelling example of 
an explicit command from God that His people are to regularly, each 
Sunday, gather together and worship Him as a local church. We 
begin by noting a key interpretation principle that, while found 
elsewhere in the New Testament, is succinctly and clearly presented 
in Hebrews 8:5: 

They serve a copy and shadow of the heavenly things. For when 
Moses was about to erect the tent, he was instructed by God, 
saying, "See that you make everything according to the pattern 
that was shown you on the mountain." 

Referring to the Old Covenant Tabernacle and its ministry, the writer 
of Hebrews tells us that these things in the Old Testament were 
intended by God to be pictures, copies of the real or original temple 
in heaven. Following this principle, the New Testament teaches that 
the Old Testament ministry under Moses was intended, in part, as a 
picture designed to teach us the reality of our need for a Savior. For 
example, this is why Jesus is described as the Lamb of God (John 
1:29); the Old Testament Passover Lamb was intended to be a 
picture of Jesus. 
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This “picture” interpretation principle finds further application in the 
book of Hebrews with reference to the Israelites Moses led out of 
Egypt into the Wilderness of Sinai, in Hebrews 3:12-4:1: 

Take care, brothers, lest there be in any of you an evil, 
unbelieving heart, leading you to fall away from the living God. 
But exhort one another every day, as long as it is called "today," 
that none of you may be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin. 
We share in Christ, if indeed we hold our original confidence 
firm to the end. As it is said, "Today, if you hear his voice, do not 
harden your hearts as in the rebellion."  

For who were those who heard and yet rebelled? Was it not all 
those who left Egypt led by Moses? And with whom was he 
provoked for forty years? Was it not with those who sinned, 
whose bodies fell in the wilderness? And to whom did he swear 
that they would not enter his rest, but to those who were 
disobedient? So we see that they were unable to enter because 
of unbelief.  

Therefore, while the promise of entering his rest still stands, let 
us fear lest any of you should seem to have failed to reach it. 

Notice that the generation that died in the Wilderness serves as a 
picture for Christians in their membership in the Church. These were 
folks who made a profession of faith (they followed Moses, following 
God). Yet in their hearts they really did not believe. Their unbelief 
was seen in their unwillingness to trust God fully. And, important to 
for our purposes here, this unbelief was demonstrated in their 
disobedience. 

Note the result: they did not enter God’s promised rest. In the 
context, it is not merely that they did not enter the Land of Canaan 
under Joshua (they didn’t), but they also did not enter the Promised 
Land that the Land of Canaan was only a picture of, even the New 
Heavens and New Earth (2 Peter 3:11-13).  

Further, note that these false believers are held up as an example to 
us. Following the argument of Hebrews, the rest in view is not 
merely something that we enjoy when Jesus returns. Indeed, we 
now already taste that rest every Sunday when we gather for 
worship, Hebrews 4:9-10: 
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So then, there remains a Sabbath rest for the people of God, for 
whoever has entered God's rest has also rested from his works 
as God did from his. 

Now, it still may be concluded that this is merely talking about 
entering eternal rest when Eternity comes at Jesus’ return. Yet 
another passage in Hebrews will not allow us to so misinterpret 
God’s meaning; Hebrews 10:24-25: 

And let us consider how to stir up one another to love and good 
works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of some, 
but encouraging one another, and all the more as you see the 
Day drawing near. 

The reference here to meeting together is a reference to the practice 
of gathering as a local church for worship. The underlying Greek 
word is a cognate of the word synagogue, the Jewish model of a local 
church, and the key model for New Testament local churches. 
(Indeed, some local synagogues turned into local churches.) Meeting 
together as a local church necessarily involves meeting with Christ as 
well as our brothers and sisters. This is what is not to be neglected. It 
is impossible to stir one another up, to encourage one another in the 
walk of faith in Jesus, unless there is a meeting together.  

Note that this is the habit of some, those who by their actions are 
following the same pattern of behavior of unbelief as those who died 
in the Wilderness. The writer of Hebrews makes this command as 
serious as he can. The “day drawing near” is the day of Jesus’ return, 
the day of final judgment, at which there are no second chances. 

In other words, the writer of Hebrews, among his other concerns, is 
concerned that Christians maintain their regular weekly practice of 
assembling together (literally: synagogue -ing) as a local church and 
engaging in worship with one another. This was the practice 
instituted by Christ immediately after His resurrection (John 20:19), 
continued by the Apostles (Acts 1:13-14), practiced by the first 
Jewish converts (Acts 2:42), adopted by the first Gentile converts 
(Acts 20:7), and continued since by all God’s children who hear their 
Shepherd’s voice calling them to the obedience of faith (John 10:27). 
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We conclude by observing that both membership and regular 
involvement in a local church are essential to being a Christian. They 
are not essential to become or remain a Christian, as if these things 
themselves helped to save or keep us saved. No, they are essential 
as fruits, as evidences that the Spirit has indeed saved us, we hear 
Jesus’ voice in the words of Scripture, and we willingly offer Him 
obedience of children who trust their heavenly Father. Membership 
and regular involvement in a local church is an after the fact 
necessity. 

BIBLICAL IMPLICATIONS 

These conclusions have some significant implications for a Christian. 
I want to draw out two in particular; one, a word of warning calling 
us to repentance, and the other, a word of hope calling us to faith. 

On the one hand, surely the opinion that membership/regular 
involvement in a local helps secure salvation is denied by what we’ve 
seen in Scripture. On the other hand, the Bible declares that the 
independent attitude of the one who denies he needs to even be a 
member of a local church is living out an opinion that is condemned 
by Scripture. Surely such a Christian would do well to re-think his 
opinion, especially where it does not agree with Jesus’. 

But what about the Christian who has fallen away from the active 
involvement in a local church in which he is a member? What about 
the Christian, either because of normal circumstances in life (job 
circumstances, health issues) or because of simple laziness, has 
fallen out of the habit of regular involvement with a local church? 
What might these conclusions mean for such a person? 

Consider the parable of the Sower of the Seeds in Matthew 13. 
Remember that the seed is the gospel preached to people, and that 
the soil is their hearts. One seed (that fell on the hard path and is 
immediately snatched away) is a reference to those folks who hear 
the gospel and then do not respond at all. They hear and simply 
ignore what they hear. These folks are not addressed in our 
discussion here, as they do not claim to be Christians. 
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The other three seeds though fell into some soil in which there were 
signs of growth. The seed that fell into the rocky soil references folks 
who, because of persecution, eventually deny their faith and 
abandon Christ and His Church. Given the context of our culture (not 
quite thoroughly opposed to Christianity), I do not think this applies 
to members of a local church who have fallen away from regular 
involvement in that church. 

Nor do I think we can say that it applies to those who seem to stick, 
the seed that fell in the good soil and produced spiritual fruit 30-60-
100-fold. These are folk who appear to have heard, believed, and 
have seen lots of evidence in their lives that the life-giving Spirit 
really has saved them by giving them Christ. For them, membership 
and regular involvement in a local church is already assumed to be a 
necessary part of their lives. 

It is the final seed (third mentioned) that should give reason for 
pause to folks who have fallen away from the habit of regular 
involvement in a local church. This seed, in Matthew 13:22, is the 
one that fell into the weeds and thistles, describing folks who: 

As for what was sown among thorns, this is the one who hears 
the word, but the cares of the world and the deceitfulness of 
riches choke the word, and it proves unfruitful. 

Notice that it is the ordinary things of this life, its cares (e.g., health 
issues, recreation, etc.) and its riches (e.g., job circumstances, 
retirement, etc.) that choke out this seed, making it prove to be 
unfruitful. The rest of Matthew 13 spells out the seriousness of the 
problem of many who profess Christ, but never have any fruit to 
show for it. 

John 15, in the parable of the vine, offers possibly the most 
troublesome warning in this respect; John 15:2, 6: 

Every branch of mine that does not bear fruit he takes away … If 
anyone does not abide in me he is thrown away like a branch 
and withers; and the branches are gathered, thrown into the 
fire, and burned. 
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Notice that unfruitful branches are removed and thrown into the 
fire. This is a reference to judgment unto Hell. Indeed, we could say 
that as abiding in Christ is seen in the fruits of faith-rooted 
obedience to His commands (John 14:21), then abiding must include 
membership and regular involvement in a local church. Thus, the one 
who has fallen away (or outright denies this) stands in danger of 
eternal judgment of Hell itself. 

Let not false comforts lead you to ignore this. Consider Jesus’ 
warning at the end of the Sermon on the Mount; Matthew 7:21-23: 

Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the 
kingdom of heaven, but the one who does the will of my Father 
who is in heaven. On that day many will say to me, 'Lord, Lord, 
did we not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in your 
name, and do many mighty works in your name?' And then will 
I declare to them, 'I never knew you; depart from me, you 
workers of lawlessness.' 

Notice that here we see men who are active in the name of the Lord, 
even men who do the work of prophets and pastors. If such men can 
make false professions of faith, how somber should our reflection of 
our own condition be when we lack such basic evidence of real faith 
in our lives as membership and regular involvement in a local 
church? 

This is the word of warning that these principles present to us. God 
offers it because He intends for His children to also listen for the 
word of hope (John 6:68). Let’s now look at the word of hope. 

Let me ask you, as you read and contemplate here, do you hear the 
whisper of the Spirit telling you these things are true? In the midst of 
any reactions of anger, frustration, denial or discouragement, do you 
sense that gentle voice which speaks of God’s peace through Christ? 
Remember John 10:27 – Jesus’ voice is heard by those who truly are 
His sheep. Even if you don’t like what you’ve read, do you see that 
this is what the Bible teaches? If so, this is the beginning of real 
hope, a starting place for acknowledging that what the Bible says is 
true is indeed true and applies to you. 
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Consider what Jesus does for those folks who, although they may 
truly be saved, are not seeing the bumper crop of fruit in their lives 
evidencing that they are; John 15:2b, 5, 7-8: 

… every branch that does bear fruit he prunes, that it may bear 
more fruit. … I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever 
abides in me and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart 
from me you can do nothing. … If you abide in me, and my 
words abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done 
for you. By this my Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit 
and so prove to be my disciples. 

Is it possible that you are reading this now because in God’s 
providence, His plan which assures that all things work together for 
good for each and every one of His children (Romans 8:28) - is it 
possible that this is the time and the means through which He 
intends to both: 

 Call for you to repent of your failure to maintain your love for His 
Church, and 

 Call for you to express your faith once again by renewing your 
membership and regular involvement in a local church? 

Take cheer dear reader, be encouraged. Note that He prunes that He 
might produce fruit in you (John 15:2b). God only wounds that He 
might heal (Hosea 6:1). He only chastises that we might know His 
fatherly love and blessings (Hebrews 12:5-8).  

God has ordained the local church to be the place where He fulfills 
His promises, promises secured by the life, death, resurrection, and 
rule of His Son Jesus. If you claim Jesus as your own, trust Him. Heed 
His call to repent and return to faith that obeys. Like the father who 
runs to bring home his prodigal son (Luke 15:20), you will find God 
will make your return an easy joy. 

Your brothers and sisters do miss you. They understand your 
struggles because these are also their struggles. Wherever God has 
called you to express your faith in what it means to be a part of His 
family, come back to that local church and watch God bless you with 
fruitfulness, a fruitfulness that stretches into Eternity! 
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